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Abstract—Emotion analysis has been attracting researchers’
attention. Most previous works in the artificial-intelligence field
focus on recognizing emotion rather than mining the reason why
emotions are not or wrongly recognized. The correlation among
emotions contributes to the failure of emotion recognition. In
this article, we try to fill the gap between emotion recognition
and emotion correlation mining through natural language text
from Web news. The correlation among emotions, expressed as
the confusion and evolution of emotion, is primarily caused by
human emotion cognitive bias. To mine emotion correlation from
emotion recognition through text, three kinds of features and two
deep neural-network models are presented. The emotion confu-
sion law is extracted through an orthogonal basis. The emotion
evolution law is evaluated from three perspectives: one-step shift,
limited-step shifts, and shortest path transfer. The method is
validated using three datasets: 1) the titles; 2) the bodies; and
3) the comments of news articles, covering both objective and
subjective texts in varying lengths (long and short). The exper-
imental results show that in subjective comments, emotions are
easily mistaken as anger. Comments tend to arouse emotion cir-
culations of love–anger and sadness–anger. In objective news,
it is easy to recognize text emotion as love and cause fear–joy
circulation. These findings could provide insights for applica-
tions regarding affective interaction, such as network public
sentiment, social media communication, and human–computer
interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
EMOTION is complex, individualized, subjective, andsensitive to context. Emotion guides decision, prepares
the body for action, and shapes the ongoing behavior [1].
Philosophers tend to conclude that emotion is a subjec-
tive response to the objective world, which means emotion
stems from the interaction between society and individuals.
Individual emotion is complex in at least the following three
aspects.
1) Steady individual value is formed through long-term
experience. Emotion response among individuals differs
even in the same context. For instance, the Napoleonic
War is disputed with two opposite views. The supporters
hold the view that the war attacks the French feudal force
and prompts historical progress, while the opponents think
the war is unjustified due to its aggressive purpose.
2) Misunderstanding occurs when individuals communi-
cate. The understanding of the context varies as indi-
vidual prior backgrounds differ. The opinion of an
individual becomes more profound when obtaining more
knowledge on target events. The misunderstanding of
initial emotion happens when there is a prior knowledge
gap between the information sender and the receiver.
3) Individual emotion turbulence exists. The turbulence is
affected by external instant negative or positive mood.
Emotion changes along with instant conditions for the
same event. For most individuals, it is a common phe-
nomenon in daily life that external conditions influence
internal emotions. For example, a sweet-sounding tweet
can also be disturbing when one’s work performance is
judged negatively.
On the one hand, the emotion of individuals is complex due
to individualized long-term social experiences, interpersonal
misunderstandings, and external instant mood influence. On
the other hand, public emotion concerning the social event is
complex because of the following reasons.
1) The social event, with a set of aspects, is complex.
The information about social events is released online,
including all kinds of topics. Individualized netizens
tend to pay attention to different aspects. The emotion
of the readers may be diverse, giving different aspects of
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the same social event. If the reader is concerned about
more than one aspect, then his/her words may carry more
than one kind of emotion.
2) Public emotion is compound and diverse. There is still
controversy on the classification of emotions in the
research area of social psychology. One of the well-
acknowledged categories is dividing human emotion into
six categories, that is, love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and
surprise. Shaver et al. [2] employed a tree structure to
describe these basic emotions. Ekman’s theory, which
was similar to Shaver’s theory, included the controver-
sial emotion surprise [3]. This article classifies emotions
into these six categories. The proposed method is also
applicable when given other kinds of emotion categories.
Emotions are correlated rather than independent, which con-
tributes to the complexity of individual and public emotions.
Emotion correlation mining can help analyze the individual
and public emotions at least in the following applications:
1) Public Sentiment Analysis: As Zhao et al. [4] pointed
out, emotion variation contributes a lot to netizens’
behavior comprehension and abnormal event detection
in social media.
2) Social Media Communication: It is beneficial to gen-
erate low ambiguous messages that are empathetic to
the information receiver for both news compilation and
interpersonal communication. Emotion correlation min-
ing can provide clues for the expression of the intended
emotion.
3) Human–Computer Interaction (HCI): Emotions con-
tribute to improve HCI, for example, social companion
robots. Emotion is intuitive in providing robots clues to
understand and predict behavior for humanistic reaction.
The potential applications of emotion analysis have been
attracting a lot of attention from researchers. However, most
efforts have focused on emotion recognition while neglecting
emotion correlation mining. This article tries to fill the gap
between emotion recognition and emotion correlation mining.
We propose an approach for emotion correlation mining,
which includes extracting emotion confusion and evolution.
The confusion of emotion refers to the distance among
emotions, obtained through projecting the emotions to a
space with appropriate dimensions. The evolution of emotion
is analyzed to shed light on the developing direction of the
network public sentiment. The mining process is based on the
emotion recognition results of the deep learning classification
models using text.
This article is organized as follows. Related works are
reviewed in Section II. Section III presents the term defini-
tion, the potential error causes, and directions to mine emotion
correlation. Sections IV and V provide a detailed description
of the calculation method for emotion confusion and evolu-
tion, respectively. In Section VI, the experimental evaluation
of the proposed approach is described. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Emotion analysis has been drawing researchers’ attention
in recent years. Text emotion distribution learning [5], [6],
considered as one of the most important research areas,
contributes to many applications. The research on emotion
recognition [7], [8] is opening up numerous opportunities
pertaining to social media in terms of understanding users’
preferences, habits, and their contents. The application of the
subjective and emotional data from social media includes but
is not limited to sentiment analysis [9], [10]; sarcasm detec-
tion [11]; event dissemination [12]; user clustering [13], [14];
and user behavior analysis [15]. Some tasks of the applica-
tions are combined together, such as multitask assignment on
sentiment classification and sarcasm detection, which employs
the deep neural network in natural language processing (NLP)
tasks [16].
Emotion analysis from text is one of the hot topics in
modern natural language understanding. Embedding and atten-
tion mechanisms help a lot with emotion recognition in deep
learning methods. Continuous word representations, includ-
ing word2vec [17], weighted word embedding [18], and the
derivatives [19] denoted words with dense embeddings and
provided new ideas for automatic feature mining. Later, dif-
ferent kinds of attention mechanisms and pretrained models
were proposed. Wang et al. [20] proposed an embedded
recursive neural network for improving emotion recognition.
Barros et al. [21] introduced a personalized affective memory.
In 2017, Vaswani et al. [22] proposed a new network architec-
ture, the Transformer, based solely on attention mechanisms,
dispensing with recurrence and convolutions entirely. With
the capability of modeling bidirectional contexts, denois-
ing autoencoding-based pretraining, such as BERT [23], and
an autoregressive pretraining method, such as XLNet [24],
achieved better performance than many other pretrained mod-
els on GLUE tasks. Some researchers solved the emotion
recognition task through graph modeling [25], such as a cap-
sule network. Popular natural language understanding models,
such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [26], convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) [27], recursive autoencoders [28],
adversarial learning [29], and attention mechanism [30],
have been applied for emotion analysis and classification
tasks. Electroencephalography signals and facial expression
sequences were also used for emotion recognition with deep
learning models [31], [32]. More complex and classification-
oriented deep learning models made it harder to understand the
correlation among emotions even with remarkable recognition
accuracy.
Emotion analysis, as an important traditional branch of
knowledge mining, is categorized into three levels, namely:
word level, sentence level, and document level. In word level,
emotion words were extracted mainly through three ways: 1)
manual approach [33]; 2) dictionary-based approach [34]; and
3) corpus-based approach [35]. Strapparava and Valitutti [36]
developed WordNet affect through tagging a subset of synets
with affective meanings in English WordNet (EWN). Staiano
and Guerini [37] presented DepecheMood, an emotion lexi-
con produced automatically by harvesting social media data
annotated with emotion scores. Then, Badaro et al. [38] pro-
vided EmoWordNet by expanding DepecheMood with the
synonymy semantic relation from EWN. Emotion lexicons for
different languages were developed. In SemEval 2018 Task 1:
Affect in Tweets [39], labeled data from English, Arabic, and
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Spanish tweets are created for each task. Badaro et al. [40]
achieved the best result in the SemEval 2018 emotion classifi-
cation subtask for the Arabic language. Features that they used
were word embeddings from AraVec, and emotion features
extracted from ArSEL [41] and NRC emotion lexicon. In the
sentence-level analysis, intrasentential and intersentential emo-
tion consistency were explored [42]. Qiu et al. [43] employed
dependency grammar to describe relations for double prop-
agation between features and opinions. Ganapathibhotla and
Liu [44] adopted dependency grammar for the emotion analy-
sis of comparative sentences. The conditional random fields
(CRFs) method [45] was used as the sequence learning
technique for extraction. A multitask multilabel (MTML) clas-
sification model was proposed to classify sentiment and topics
concurrently [46]. By doing this, the closely related tasks,
that is, sentiment and topic classification have been improved.
Machine-learning methods were widely used in both the
sentence and document levels. Naive Bayesian [47], maxi-
mum entropy classification [48], graphical model [49], and
pattern recognition methods [50] were employed frequently.
Zhao et al. [51] explored the correlations among different
microblogs for social event detection. Hu and Flaxman [52]
provided multimodel sentiment analysis by combining visual
analysis and NLP to predict various emotional states of the
user in social media. Most of the previous works focused on
recognizing emotions from text rather than why emotion was
wrongly recognized.
Studies on emotion or sentiment propagation provided
clues on building correlation emotion. The common phenom-
ena of spread of sentiment [53] have been found, including
positive [54] and negative sentiments [55]. Stieglitz and
Dang-Xuan [56] explored the association between emotion
and the user’s information-sharing behavior. They found that
emotionally charged Twitter messages tend to be retweeted
with both higher quantity and speed in the social media
setting. Some findings showed that negative sentiment may
contribute to content diffusion more than positive sentiment in
the news domains, such as the findings of Hansen et al. [57].
Fan et al. [58] divided the sentiment into four categories differ-
ing from the previously oversimplified sentiment classification
(e.g., polarity detection [59]) and revealed that anger was
more likely to spread than joy, disgust, and sadness especially
toward social problems via Weibo in China. In other non-news
domains, the opposite conclusion may even hold due to the
complexity of emotions. Ferrara and Yang [53] explored the
dynamics of emotional contagion with a random sample of
Twitter users. They pointed out that users were more likely
to adopt positive emotions than negative emotions on Twitter.
The propagation prediction of emotion or sentiment was built
on the precise emotion or sentiment recognition, which still
neglected mining the correlation of emotions.
All the above works improved the performance of emotion
recognition. However, just as Wilson et al. [60] pointed out, a
single text may contain multiple opinions. Parrott [61] demon-
strated that human emotions were prototyped and complex.
Most of the recent works just focus on recognizing the emo-
tion expressed in text and emotion diffusion in social media.
Little attention is paid to associate emotion calculation [62]
Fig. 1. Framework of emotion correlation mining. 0: love, 1: fear, 2: joy, 3:
sadness, 4: surprise, 5: anger.
based on the quantitative and engineering approach with inter-
emotion correlation typically studied in psychology. Analysis
of correlation among emotions caused by the complexity of
emotion is few focused and few covered in the literature in
computer science.
III. MODEL FRAMEWORK
This article aims to mine the potential and meaningful
correlation among emotions from Web news. The emotion
classification models in Section III-C focus on discriminat-
ing the emotion orientation of input texts. Three features of
datasets and two deep neural-network models are proposed to
do that. The calculation result supports emotion correlation
mining in Sections IV and V. The total framework is depicted
in Fig. 1.
A. Term Definitions
1) The terms “human emotion,” “public emotion,” and
“social event” are often used in affective computing
studies. While definitions of these terms may appear
self-explanatory. In this article, they are defined as
follows.
a) Emotion is defined as a strong feeling deriv-
ing from one’s circumstances, mood, or rela-
tionships with others in Oxford Dictionary [63].
Emotion responses to significant internal and exter-
nal event [64]. This article divides human emotion
into six categories as presented by Shaver et al. [2].
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b) Public emotion refers to the sum of the individuals’
emotional states [65]. The emotions of audiences
may differ when they pay attention to different
aspects of the same event. These various emotions
constitute public emotion.
c) Social event indicates all kinds of events that are
published online. Common topics of a social event
include health, government, education, business,
entertainment, unusual events, etc.
2) Emotion correlation is described as emotion confu-
sion and evolution. Several laws are concluded.
a) The confusion of emotion refers to “distance”
among emotions. Absolute confusion of an emo-
tion denotes the average probability measured by
the distance that the emotion is confused with all
other emotions. Relative confusion of the emotion
is based on the relative distance. For example, if
the distance between fear and surprise is shorter
than that between fear and anger, it reveals that in
terms of fear, the relative confusion degree of sur-
prise is higher than that of anger. Fear and surprise
are more likely to be confused. Basically, there is
only one absolute confusion value for a given emo-
tion, but multiple relative confusion values for that
given emotion, one with each other emotion.
b) The evolution of emotion refers to the emotion
changes during the process of event propagation.
Misjudgment of emotions is one of the important
factors in the evolution of emotion. For example, a
reader recognizes a text which contains love as joy,
and then another netizen mistakes the text which
contains joy as surprise. The above misjudgments
contribute to the evolution of love–joy–surprise.
c) The laws mentioned in this article stem from
correlations among emotions. The interemotion
correlation is summarized as several laws. The con-
fusion and the evolution of emotion correspond to
the emotion confusion law discussed in Section IV
and the emotion evolution law in Section V, respec-
tively. The emotion evolution law includes a mis-
judgment law of emotion and a circulation law of
emotion.
B. Error Analysis
As mentioned in the introduction, both emotions and social
events are complex. Consequently, the essence of public
emotions may cause calculation errors. Dataset and emotion
classification models also contribute to the overall errors.
1) Errors Caused by Emotion Complexity: The complexity
is composed of two parts, that is, the diversity of emotions and
the complexity of social events. The complexity of the problem
will inevitably lead to errors without considering other fac-
tors. Generally, the emotion of individuals is complex and is
impacted by individualized long-term social experiences, mis-
understandings caused by prior background knowledge, and
external instant mood influences. Furthermore, public emotion
is compound and diverse. Social events are complex, which are
characterized by a set of aspects. The complexity of an event
has a positive correlation with the number of aspects. Hence, if
a reviewer pays attention to more than one aspect, then his/her
words may carry more than one kind of emotion.
2) Errors Caused by Dataset: Text features, which repre-
sent text, are abstract basic language units. Characters (letters)
form a single word, and words make up phrases, then phrases
build sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Character and word
(explicit) are two features used frequently. In this article,
implicit expression of words is employed as the third feature to
reduce the sparsity caused by using words. These three kinds
of features capture text information from different levels.
1) Character: Letter in language. The basic feature of the
text, whose number is limited and thus compact in the
corpus.
2) Implicit Expression: Synonym tag of words from the
synonymous dictionary. If several words are synonyms,
they share the same synonym tag, extracted from the
HIT synonymous dictionary [HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin
(Extended)].
3) Explicit Expression: Word in language. The number of
features in explicit expression is not less than that in
implicit expression, as synonyms share the same tag in
implicit expression. In a sufficiently large corpus, there
are more words than synonyms and more synonyms than
characters.
Taking “love” and “like” for example, the character fea-
tures are six letters “l,” “o,” “v,” “e,” “i,” and “k.” In implicit
expression, the feature is the synonym tag for the reason
that the two words are synonymous. It means that the syn-
onym tag extracted from the HIT dictionary is employed to
substitute the original two words. In explicit expression, the
features are love and like, the semantics of which are dispersed
compared to the implicit expression. Character, implicit, and
explicit features carry distinguishable representative capability.
Accordingly, the three features, which differ in efficiency and
precision, are used to reduce the errors caused by the dataset.
3) Errors Caused by Models: Misunderstandings often
occur when humans try to figure out the emotion from the
text. Similarly, the emotion classification results of models
may differ, given the same input text as models’ inner calcula-
tion logic varies. Considering the models as intelligent agents,
models will make mistakes. To reduce the error caused by
models, this article presents more than one model. Through
the complementary advantages of the models, the results can
be of higher authenticity and reliability. Besides, the decisions
of the majority make sense even when the majority makes
wrong decisions sometimes. We try to find the mistakes that
most models make and try to conclude the common mistake
laws. Two deep learning models are established to minimize
the errors caused by a single model.
4) Error Influence: The above three errors account for the
deviation from the emotion correlation. Let the errors caused
by emotion complexity, datasets, and models be denoted as
ε1, ε2, and ε3, respectively. Suppose ˜Y is the ground truth
of the emotion, which should be obtained from text writers
and is therefore unavailable. Y is marked by the public and is
used to substitute ˜Y. The details are shown in Section VI-A.
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Fig. 2. Measures taken to minimize the errors of emotion classification and interemotion correlation.
Y indicates the emotion label of the text, which acts as the
input label for the deep learning models. ̂Y represents the label
predicted by the models. Optimally, the three values should be
equal, ˜Y = Y = ̂Y. However, it is almost impossible to keep
the consistency of the ground truth of emotion, the publicly
annotated and the model-predicted labels in all cases as shown
in Fig. 1. On the one hand, emotion complexity ε1 leads to
the deviation between the public-annotated label Y and the
ground truth ˜Y, formulated as ε1 ∝ σ1 = [(Y−˜Y)/(˜Y)]. On the
other hand, the three types of errors contribute to the deviation
between the model-predicted label ̂Y and the public-annotated
label Y , that is, ε1, ε2, ε3 ∝ σ2 = [(̂Y − Y)/(Y)].
ε1 stems from the human emotion cognitive bias and the
complexity of social events, which is irreducible. Errors caused
by datasets (ε2) and models (ε3) are considered to be mini-
mized, as they are reducible. To do that, the voting mechanism
is presented by using more than one model and by import-
ing three kinds of input features, namely, character features,
implicit expression, and explicit expression. The details are
shown in Fig. 2. The above measures are taken to estimate the
confusion and evolution of target public emotion. By combin-
ing three features and two emotion classification models, this
article tries to minimize the errors caused by the dataset (ε2)
and the model (ε3).
C. Emotion Classification Model
Here, two deep neural-network models, CNN-LSTM2 (M1)
and CNN-LSTM2-STACK (M2), are employed for emotion
recognition. In both models, the length of an input text can
be either short or long. The output of the models is one of
the six kinds of emotions, that is, love, joy, anger, sadness,
fear, and surprise. The calculation process can be divided into
three parts. M1 is constructed with Part I and Part II. M2 is
constructed by adding an additional Part III to M1. The brief
details of the three parts are described as follows. More details
can be found in Appendix A.
1) Part I (Feature Processing): Part I focuses on feature
processing which transforms the original features into dense
vector information. There are four operations: vector lookup;
window sliding; convolutional calculation; and rectified linear
units (ReLUs) activation.
2) Part II (Emotion Calculation): Part II focuses on the
emotion calculation. There are five operations, that is, LSTM
calculation, dropout operation, average calculation, fully con-
nected layer, and softmax. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
are powerful for sequence processing tasks, such as text
classification. As a variant of RNNs, an LSTM network is
capable of classifying and predicting sequence when there are
very long time lags of unknown size between important time
steps.
3) Part III (Original Feature Attention): Part I and Part II
construct the model M1. However, with the neural network
going deep, the backward fine-tuning process in M1 becomes
weak, and the vanishing gradient problem occurs. To solve this
problem, a second model M2 is constructed by associating M1
with Part III.
The other operations in Part II remain the same. Part III
aims to emphasize the impact of the input feature embedding
on the emotion calculation result. In other words, by stack-
ing Part III, the network pays more attention to the original
feature information. The two models M1 and M2 use deep
neural-network methods to calculate text emotion. The detailed
description is demonstrated by Wang et al. [62]. In our model
design, both long and short texts can act as inputs. Three parts
are introduced, including feature processing, emotion calcu-
lation, and original feature attention. The details are shown
in Fig. 2. The emotion calculation results of the two models
with three text features support the interemotion correlation
analysis.
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IV. CONFUSION OF EMOTION
Let x0(si|sj, Fα, Mβ) represent the number of the texts in
a dataset with an input label (Y = sj) and an output label
(̂Y = si), given a feature Fα and a model Mβ . Let x(k)0 ∈ R6×6
be a matrix whose element is x0(si|sj, Fα, Mβ). k is an integer
ranging from 1 to 6, with α being an integer ranging from 1
to 3, and β being an integer ranging from 1 to 2.
Then, the emotion correlation matrix x(k)1 is obtained by
applying normalization to each row of x(k)0 . This matrix x
(k)
1 ∈
R6×6 comprises the proportion that emotions are recognized
correctly and mistaken as other five emotions
x
(k)
1 = NORMALIZATION
(
x
(k)
0
)
. (1)
There are m1 (six) kinds of feature–model combinations of
choices in total. That means, for each dataset, there are m1
corresponding emotion correlation matrices
X1 =
{
x
(k)
1 |k = 1, 2, . . . , m1
}
(2)
where X1 is the set of matrices for the dataset X.
A. Emotion Principal Component Analysis
An emotion feature extraction method is applied on
the emotion correlation matrix x(k)1 . Consider x
(k)
1 =
[x(k)1,1, . . . , x
(k)
1,m0 ], where x
(k)
1,i ∈ RD is a column vector with
dimensionality D. This method focuses on finding out an
orthonormal basis with dimensionality D1 (D1 < D), onto
which the variance of the projected data is maximized. The
orthonormal basis, which is the most distinct direction of the
space with dimensionality D1, stands for the emotions features.
The orthonormal basis is denoted as v = [v1, . . . , vD1 ], vi ∈
v, where vi ∈ RD is a D-dimensional vector. Let vTi vj =
δ ∀i, j = 1, . . . , D1, which means v is a standard orthonor-
mal basis. Each data point x(k)1,n is projected onto v1 as vT1 x(k)1,n.
vT1 x¯
(k)
1 denotes the mean of the projected data, where x¯(k)1 is
the column vector mean. The variance of the projected data is
calculated by the following equation:
1
m0
m0
∑
n=1
(
vT1 x
(k)
1,n − vT1 x¯(k)1
)2
= vT1
[
1
m0
m0
∑
n=1
(
x
(k)
1,n − x¯(k)1
)(
x
(k)
1,n − x¯(k)1
)T
]
v1
= vT1 v1 (3)
where  is the covariance matrix corresponding to x(k)1 . In
order to obtain the maximal variance, that is, maximize vT1 v1
with respect to v1, the Lagrange multiplier is introduced and
denoted as λ1
vT1 v1 + λ1
(
1 − vT1 v1
)
(4)
by setting the first derivative with respect to v1 as 0, the
condition of the maximal variance is given by
v1 = λ1v1 (5)
which indicates that (v1, λ1) is an eigenpair of . Left
multiply by vT1 and consider v
T
1 v1 = 1 which is the property
of an orthonormal basis. The variance can be formulated as
vT1 v1 = λ1. (6)
The variance of the data projected onto v1 is the maximum
when v1 is an eigenvector of  corresponding to the maximal
eigenvalue λ1. λ1 is known as the first principal component in
the principal component analysis (PCA) [66]. The additional
directions that maximize the projected variance are obtained
by choosing the new directions that are orthonormal to those
already available. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix,
[v1, . . . , vD1 ], are the most distinct directions of the matrix,
which can be demonstrated by induction.
The above discussion is the derivation process based on the
maximum variance theory. Moreover, the orthonormal basis
also conforms to the minimum error theory that minimizes
the average projected cost, which can be developed likewise.
A set of principal component vectors and corresponding
weights are acquired through the emotion feature extraction
method. The principal component vectors refer to a standard
orthonormal basis, the calculation of which observes two prin-
ciples: 1) project the primary data points onto the vectors
such that the projected data variance is maximized and 2) the
average distance between the primary data points and their
projections is minimized. Principal component vectors repre-
sent the most distinct directions of the emotion correlation
matrix. Emotion PCA is mainly used to obtain these vectors
to represent the emotional features. Then, distances (confusion
degree) between emotions can be calculated.
B. Emotion Confusion Feature Extraction
Each emotion correlation matrix stands for a perspective
to estimate emotion correlation. This section adds the matrix
x
(m1+1)
1 equaling the mean of x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(m1)
1 to the matrix X1
in (2). Accordingly, there are m1 + 1 points of view presented
to explore the confusion of emotion.
Emotion is divided into m0 (six) categories. For an emotion
correlation matrix x(k)1 , the emotion feature is a set of principal
component vectors v = [v0, v1, . . . , vm0−1] corresponding to
the eigenvalues λ = [λ0, λ1, . . . , λm0−1]. In practice, the first
m2 vectors are adopted. The decrease of the dataset dimen-
sionality leads to information loss. The cumulative variance
contribution of the first m2 vectors represents the proportion of
retained information in the original dataset. Then, the weighted
average of the first m2 vectors is given by
v(k) =
∑m2
i=0 λivi
∑m2
i=0 λi
. (7)
The feature of the dataset with m1 kinds of emotion corre-
lation matrix is denoted as X2 = [v(1), v(2), . . . , v(m1+1)]T that
can also be represented by the column vectors
X2 =
[
e0, e1, . . . , em0−1
] ∈ R(m1+1)m0 (8)
where eg is the gth column vector, and g ranges from 0 to
m0 − 1.
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C. Confusion Degree
Let eg indicate the feature of emotion sg. The confu-
sion degree refers to distance among emotions, which is
obtained from subtraction of the corresponding columns. The
closer distance represents a higher level of confusion. Subtract
e0, . . . , em0−1 from eg. Then, the emotion sg centered distance
matrix are obtained and represented as
Xg3 =
[
dg0, d
g
1, . . . , d
g
m0−1
]
∈ R(m1+1)m0 (9)
where dgi ∈ Xg3 is a column vector. The elements of dgi rep-
resent the distance between emotion si and emotion sg, from
m1 + 1 points of view. dgg equals 0.
1) Absolute Confusion Degree: Absolute confusion degree
represents the likelihood that an emotion is confused with
other emotions. An increase in the confusion degree of emo-
tion sg with any other emotions will enhance the absolute
confusion degree of sg
Ag =
∑m0
i=1 d
g
i
(m1 + 1)m0 (10)
where the larger Ag means a farther distance between sg and
all other emotions, that is, lower absolute confusion degree
of sg.
2) Relative Confusion Degree: For a matrix Xg3, the six
elements in each row are sorted in ascending order, that is,
Xg4 = ARGSORT(Xg3). The sequence matrix Xg4 is given by
Xg4 =
[
se
g
0, se
g
1, . . . , se
g
m0−1
]
∈ R(m1+1)m0 (11)
where the element of the first column (seg0) indicates emotion
sg. The second column’s (seg1) element denotes the emotion
that has the maximal confusion degree with emotion sg, the
first column’ elements. Conversely, the last column’s (segm0−1)
element, indicates the emotion that has the minimal confusion
degree with emotion sg, the first column’ elements.
For the sequence matrix Xg4, if all the elements in a col-
umn are identical, it means that the m1 + 1 perspectives are
the same. A reliable result is obtained. That is, the more the
identical number of the elements in a column, the more reli-
able the result will be. The introduction of information entropy
eliminates untrustworthy results
H(U) = E[−logpi
] = −
n
∑
i=1
pilogpi (12)
where pi represents the proportion of a emotion in a column.
Entropy indicates the degree of chaos. The lower information
entropy refers to a higher consistency, that is, a more reliable
result. Consequently, the columns of Xg4, whose information
entropy is below the average, are extracted and analyzed.
V. EVOLUTION OF EMOTION
Emotion confusion refers to the distance among emotions
resulting from mutual misjudgment between two emotions.
The confusion of emotion is bidirectional and, therefore,
nondirectional. The evolution of emotion is directional, focus-
ing on emotion shift during social events propagation. Emotion
evolution can be evaluated from the following aspects.
x
(k)
1 indicates the emotion correlation matrix mentioned in
Section IV. Let probn(si, sj) represent the probability that si
is recognized as sj after n shift steps. The corresponding
path is denoted as tracen(si, sj). Every shift step corresponds
to a misjudgment between two emotions. probn(si, sj) is the
multiplication of misjudgment probability of every shift step.
A. One-Step Shift
The top misunderstanding emotion pair is figured out
given an emotion si. According to the matrix x(k)1 , compare
prob1(si, sj) in terms of each emotion sj. Then, the top pair is
the two emotions with the maximal prob1(si, sj). The trace is
denoted as trace1(si, sj) = si → sj
max
{
prob1
(
si, sj
)|j = 0, . . . , m0 − 1, j = i
}
. (13)
B. Limited-Step Shifts
Under three conditions, that is, given initial emotion, given
ultimate emotion, and given initial and ultimate emotion, the
emotion evolution within limited steps is observed.
To extract the most possible shift path, the probability
product probn(si, sj) is calculated and compared. However,
the product may close to zero after n shift steps. The loga-
rithm of the matrix x(k)1 is therefore employed. Specifically,
the logarithm of the misjudgment probability for each shift
step is summed and used, which is positively correlated with
probn(si, sj).
Let the initial and ultimate emotions be denoted as sini and
sult, respectively. When sini or sult is given, there are nm0−1
kinds of potential shift paths in n shift steps with the exis-
tence of misjudgments. When sini and sult are both given,
there are nm0−2 kinds of potential shift paths. Under the above
three conditions, the shift path with the maximal probability
is extracted. In other words, at every shift step, the most pos-
sible emotion that is misjudged with the former emotion are
selected for the emotion flow. The above process is expressed
as follows:
max
{
log probn
(
sini, sj
)|j = 0, . . . , m0 − 1
} (14)
max
{
log probn(si, sult)|i = 0, . . . , m0 − 1
} (15)
max
{
log probn(sini, sult)
}
. (16)
C. Shortest Path Transfer
Given the initial and ultimate emotion, the shortest path
between two emotions is observed. The shortest path from
emotion sini to sult is either one or n steps through other emo-
tions. Specifically, the trace with the maximal probability of
misjudgments among one to n shift steps is the shortest one
max
{
max
{
log probn(sini, sult)
}|n ∈ N∗}. (17)
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
The datasets are collected from one of the most
popular social network platforms, news channel
(http://news.sina.com.cn/society/moodrank/). Each news
item is split into three parts: 1) the news comment; 2) the
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Fig. 3. Absolute confusion degree of emotion. The darker/lighter the block,
the longer/shorter distance from the targeting emotion to other emotions, the
lower/higher the absolute confusion value (Ag). Anger in text is the most
unlikely emotion to be confused with others in comment, love in text is the
most unlikely emotion to be confused with others in news body, and fear in
text is the most unlikely emotion to be confused with others in news title.
Fig. 4. The sequence matrix of comment. 0: love, 1: fear, 2: joy, 3: sadness,
4: surprise and 5: anger. x axes means the sequence from one to six. y axes
denote seven different points of views. The confusion degree decreases along
with the x-coordinate from two to six. The second and the sixth column refer
to the emotion of maximal and minimal confusion degree with the emotion
in the first column, respectively. Taking (b) comment_fear for example. The
first row of this matrix shows that 4 surprise is most likely to be confused
(column 2) with 1 fear from the first point of view. Conversely, 5 anger is
least likely (column 6) to be confused with 1 fear from the first point of view.
news body; and 3) the news title, where the comment is
treated as subjective text, and the news body and title are
regarded as objective text. The emotion labels of the three
datasets are generated through the vote of the public, strong
rules, and manual selection. The public who read the news
can vote for the news information on six emotions. First, only
the data with total votes more than 200 are counted. Second,
we label the data with emotion whose vote ratio count
for more than 50% and discard data that do not meet the
requirement. Take data with vote 50(love), 50(joy), 50(anger),
50(sadness), 50(fear), and 260(surprise) for instance, the data
are labeled as surprise. If the vote of surprise is 240, the data
are then discarded. Third, we check the data to see if the
data are abnormal. The distribution of emotions in the three
datasets is shown in Appendix B Table I. The comments
contain more than 150 000 sample texts. The news bodies
and news titles both contain more than 24 000 sample texts.
The performance of the two models with the three features
Fig. 5. The sequence matrix of news body. Refer to the title of Fig. 4.
Fig. 6. The sequence matrix of news title. Refer to the title of Fig. 4.
on the testing data, are illustrated in Appendix B Table II.
The details of the models are analyzed by Wang et al. [62].
B. Confusion of Emotion Result
Considering the three kinds of features (explicit expres-
sion, implicit expression, and character) and the two models,
there are six (three times two) analytic logic for each dataset.
The average of the six-emotion correlation matrix is also
considered. That means one dataset is evaluated from seven
perspectives. The six categories of emotions are adopted, that
is, love, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and anger. Specifically, m0
and m1 both equal six. C, B, and T indicate the comment, news
body, and title datasets, which means X1 = (C1, B1, T1), and
x
(k)
1 = (c(k)1 , b(k)1 , t(k)1 ).
The first four principal component vectors are adopted, as
the variance contribution of which is greater than 85% and
approaches 90%. Then, (7)–(9) are applied for the emotional
features and absolute differences of the three datasets.
1) Absolute Confusion Degree: The absolute confusion
degree is obtained through (10). The result is shown in Fig. 3.
In the comments dataset, the absolute confusion degree of
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Fig. 7. Information entropy of the second and last column in the sequence matrices Xg4. The red dashed line represents the mean of the information entropy.
Fig. 8. Relative confusion degree of emotion. The white blocks represent the maximal confusion degree while the black blocks indicate the minimal degree.
The gray blocks denote that the two emotions are neither most nor least confused or neglected according to information entropy which is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. Misjudgment law of emotion. 0: love, 1: fear, 2: joy, 3: sadness, 4:
surprise, and 5: anger.
anger is the lowest among the six kinds of emotions while
that of love is the highest. It follows that anger is unlikely to
be confused with other emotions. Absolute confusion degree
Fig. 10. Circulation law of emotion under three conditions. 0: love, 1: fear,
2: joy, 3: sadness, 4: surprise, and 5: anger.
of emotion love is proportional to two elements, for example,
the probability that love is mistaken as other emotions and
other emotions are misjudged as love. The increase of either
element would enhance the absolute confusion degree of emo-
tion love. In the news body dataset, the absolute confusion
degree of love is the lowest while that of joy is the highest. In
the news title dataset, fear has the lowest absolute confusion
degree while surprise has the highest one.
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(b)
(a)
Fig. 11. Comment circulations of social news. 0: love, 3: sadness, and 5: anger. (a) Sadness–anger circulation in the comments. (b) Love–anger circulation
in the comments.
2) Relative Confusion Degree: According to (11), the
sequence matrix of the three datasets is shown in Figs. 4–6. In
Fig. 4, the sixth column elements of fear-centered matrix are
consistent, which means anger is least likely to be confused
with fear in the comments from seven different perspectives.
On the contrary, in Fig. 5, the sixth column of the fear-centered
matrix is highly unordered, the reliability of which is low.
Fig. 7 shows the information entropy of the second and
the last column which correspond to the emotion of the maxi-
mal and the minimal confusion degree, respectively. The mean
of the information entropy decreases in the order: news body,
title, and comment, stemming from the complexity of the long
text in the news body and the difference in objective and
subjective texts. The columns of the sequence matrix with
information entropy below the average value exhibit more reli-
able results, which are further analyzed. For example, in the
comments, the emotions with the maximal confusion degree
with fear, sadness, and anger are extracted. The emotions of
the minimal confusion with fear, joy, and surprise attract our
attention. The confusion law is shown in Fig. 8.
The relative confusion degree differs for comment, news
body, and title, due to different traits of datasets. In the com-
ments, anger is the emotion of the minimal confusion degree
with fear, joy, and surprise. Conversely, surprise, love, and
sadness have the maximal confusion degree with fear, sadness,
and anger respectively. In the news bodies, the emotion con-
fusion law is more dispersed. Love and fear are most unlikely
to be confused with each other as the two emotions are on
the diagonal symmetry. Sadness and anger are easy to be con-
fused mutually. The long text of news body, which carries
multiple information, contributes to the complexity of the emo-
tional confusion. In the news titles, the models are unlikely to
confuse joy and love while they tend to confuse anger and
love. Joy has the minimal confusion degree with love, sad-
ness, and surprise. Surprise is the emotion that is most likely
to be confused with fear.
For the three datasets, anger and love are closely correlated
in either a direct way (i.e., in the news titles) or an indirect way
(i.e., in the comments and news bodies). In the news titles, the
two emotions tend to be confused mutually. In the comments
and news bodies, love is the emotion that has the maximal
confusion degree with sadness, and sadness is the emotion
that has the maximal confusion degree with anger. Anger and
love are therefore associated indirectly. For example, the news
title “more than 100 people were killed in the terrorist attack,”
which may arouse the mixture public emotions of anger and
love.
C. Evolution of Emotion Result
1) Misjudgment of Emotion: According to (13) in
Section V-A, the top misunderstanding emotion pairs approved
by two or more emotion correlation matrices are illustrated in
Fig. 9. For example, in the comments, one-third of the matrices
are likely to misinterpret fear as anger, the average probability
of which is 0.095. One-third of the matrices recognize fear as
joy with the same probability.
Overall, comments can be easily misjudged as anger, espe-
cially the texts that involve sadness and love. Conversely, anger
is unlikely to be mistaken in the comments. In news body and
title, the models are likely to be confused between fear and
joy. The texts that cause sadness, surprise, and anger are easy
to be recognized as love incorrectly.
2) Circulation of Emotion: The three conditions mentioned
in Section V-B are considered for the most-likely traces in the
evolution of emotion. Eight emotion shift steps are employed
for the three conditions considering the validity and effi-
ciency of computation. The most-likely traces include the
phenomenon of emotion circulation under the above three con-
ditions. Moreover, the emotion circulations that are extracted
from an emotion correlation matrix x(k)1 are the same, even
though the original condition differs. The circulation law of
emotion under three conditions, by (14)–(16), can therefore be
concluded as Fig. 10.
In the comments, half the traces of the maximal probability
contain the circulation of love and anger, sadness, and anger.
Take love and anger as an example, in computational terms, the
circulations represent that prob1(0, 5) ∗ prob1(5, 0) are larger
than other probability products. In emotional terms, comments
that cause love and anger are easy to be confused mutually.
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Fig. 12. The shortest path of two-steps shift rather than one-step. 0: love,
1: fear, 2: joy, 3: sadness, 4: surprise, and 5: anger.
The circulations result from the higher probability that love
and sadness are misinterpreted as anger in Section VI-C1. Two
cases are shown in Fig. 11. In the objective texts, especially
in the news titles, there are the circulations of fear and joy,
which satisfies the analysis in Section VI-C1.
3) Shortest Path of Emotion Transfer: Equation (17) in
Section V-C is applied for the shortest path between two emo-
tions. The results reveal that most shortest paths are one step.
The shortest path can be two steps when prob1(sini, sult) is
equal or near to zero shown in Fig. 12.
Let Imp_M2 represent the emotion correlation matrix
obtained through the analysis of implicit expression by the sec-
ond model. Take the news title as an example. As prob1(1, 4)
is equal to zero, the shortest path between fear and surprise in
Imp_M2 is established with joy, formulated as trace2(1, 4) =
1 → 2 → 4. Besides, as prob1(4, 1) is close to zero in
Char_M1, the shortest path is trace2(4, 1) = 4 → 2 → 1.
The horizontal lines represent that it is possible to misinter-
pret surprise as fear, that is, prob1(4, 1) is close to zero rather
than equaling to zero. Most matrices support that the shortest
path is one step. There exists the shortest path of two-shift
steps between two emotions under some circumstances.
VII. CONCLUSION
Mining the emotion correlation is significant for tracking
emotional development. The complexity of emotion and event
make emotion recognition hard for both subjective and objec-
tive information. The contributions of this article are concluded
as follows.
1) This article mines the correlation of emotions based on
the emotion recognition result of state-of-the-art deep
learning models.
2) The errors caused by the dataset and models are cut
down by designing three kinds of features and two deep
neural-network models.
3) The emotion correlation is mined through an emotion
confusion law, which is undirected, and an emotion
evolution law, which is directed.
Experiments on subjective–objective and long-short Web
news texts are conducted. There are several promising dis-
coveries of emotion correlations.
1) Emotion correlation differs for different types of
datasets.
2) In subjective comments, the absolute confusion degree
of anger is low for the reason that anger is unlikely to be
mistaken, even though all other emotions are easy to be
recognized as anger. In objective texts, some emotions
tend to be misinterpreted as love.
3) Comments arouse the emotion circulations of love and
anger, and sadness and anger. In news body and title,
fear and joy are the repeated emotions.
4) For specific datasets, some emotions are hard to be con-
fused through one shift, but with higher probability to
be confused through two shifts. This phenomenon con-
forms to the diversity of public emotion. The emotion
correlation (confusion and evolution law) is potentially
applicable to a wide variety of situations and events,
such as public sentiment analysis, social media commu-
nication, and HCI.
This article employs Sina News in Chinese as a case study.
Note that diverse culture leads to different results. However,
the methods presented for exploring emotion correlation are
applicable in various languages and domains.
APPENDIX A
EMOTION CLASSIFICATION MODEL
Here, two deep neural-network models, CNN-LSTM2 (M1)
and CNN-LSTM2-STACK (M2), are employed for emotion
recognition. In both models, the length of an input text can
be either short or long. The output of the models is one of
the six kinds of emotions, that is, love, joy, anger, sadness,
fear, and surprise. The calculation process can be divided into
three parts. M1 is constructed with Part I and Part II. M2 is
constructed by adding an additional Part III to M1.
A. Part I (Feature Processing)
Part I focuses on feature processing which transforms the
original features into dense vector information. There are four
operations in this part: 1) vector lookup; 2) window sliding;
3) convolutional calculation; and 4) ReLUs activation.
Let the input be denoted as w(j)i , which means the ith fea-
ture of the jth sample text. The jth sample text is indicated
as [w(j)1 , w
(j)
2 , . . . , w
(j)
N ], where the text is padded by “none” to
length of N. Here, none is the reserved symbol in the vocabu-
lary. For instance, if the first sample text is “I like small cat”
and N = 5, then w(1)1 = “I,” w(1)2 = “like,” w(1)3 = “small,”
w
(1)
4 = “cat,” and w(1)5 = “none.”
The first operation, vector lookup, searches the embed-
ding representation z(j)i of the corresponding input feature w
(j)
i ,
which is formulated as
z(j)i = LOOKUP
(
w
(j)
i
)
. (18)
The second operation, window sliding, packages a target
input feature and its context together after none padding.
Specifically, the window size is set to 5, and w(j)0 =
w
(j)
−1 = “none.” Then, in the third operation, a convolutional
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layer is applied
h(j)i,1 = CNN
([
z(j)i−2, z
(j)
i−1, z
(j)
i , z
(j)
i+1, z
(j)
i+2
])
(19)
where h(j)i,1 is the first hidden layer. The introduction of hid-
den layers contributes to no-linear behavior exhibited by the
network. [·] means embedding concatenation. In the last oper-
ation, a ReLU activation layer is added. ReLU is one of
the most commonly used activation functions, which has
strengths for vanishing gradient problem, higher computation,
and convergence speed
h(j)i,2 = ReLU
(
h(j)i,1
)
≈ log
(
h(j)i,1
)
(20)
where h(j)i,2 is the second hidden layer of the ith feature of the
jth sample. h(j)i,2 acts as the input for Part II.
B. Part II (Emotion Calculation)
Part II focuses on the emotion calculation after feature pro-
cessing in Part I. There are five operations in this part, that
is, LSTM calculation, dropout operation, average calculation,
fully connected layer, and softmax. RNNs are powerful for
sequence processing tasks, such as text classification. First,
the output of Part I (h(j)i,2) is fed into a two-layer LSTM com-
ponent, the outputs of which are represented as h(j)i,3 and h
(j)
i,4,
respectively. After that, the dropout operation is applied to
prevent overfitting
h(j)i,3 = LSTM
(
h(j)i,2
)
(21)
h(j)i,4 = LSTM
(
h(j)i,3
)
(22)
h(j)i,5 = DROPOUT
(
h(j)i,4
)
(23)
where i is the index of the text sequence, which is an integer
ranging from 1 to N.
In practice, even though the texts have been padded to the
same length of N, their actual lengths still vary. To settle this
problem, ms(j)i ∈ {0, 1} is defined as the mask. The sequence
data are combined to a fixed-length vector
h(j)
_,6 =
1
N
∑
i
(
h(j)i,5 · ms(j)i
)
. (24)
If the ith feature of the jth sample text is valid (i.e., not
none), then ms(j)i = 1. Otherwise, ms(j)i = 0. Note that h(j)_,6
denotes the sixth hidden layer. The last two steps are a fully
connected layer and a softmax layer
h(j)
_,7 = LINEAR
(
h(j)
_,6
)
= WTh(j)
_,6 + b (25)
yˆ(j) = SOFTMAX
(
h(j)
_,7
)
(26)
where W and b are the weight matrix and bias, respectively. l is
the emotion index, which refers to one of the six emotions. yˆ(j)
means the predicted probability distribution of six categories of
emotions for the jth input data. Corresponding to the model-
predicted label (̂Y), yˆ(j)l denotes the predicted probability of
emotion l for the jth input data. Corresponding to the model
input label (Y), y(j)l indicates the public-annotated label (i.e.,
TABLE I
TESTING AND TRAINING DATA ILLUSTRATION ON THREE DATASETS,
COMMENT, NEWS BODY, AND NEWS TITLE
emotion l) for the jth input data, the value of which is one
in the case study. The loss describes the distance between
probability of the predicted label and the input label, which is
calculated through cross entropy function
loss = −
∑
l,j
y(j)l log
(
yˆ(j)l
)
. (27)
C. Part III (Original Feature Attention)
Part I and Part II construct the model CNN-LSTM2.
However, with the neural network going deep, the backward
fine-tuning process in CNN-LSTM2 becomes weak, and the
vanishing gradient problem occurs. To solve this problem, a
second model CNN-LSTM2-STACK is constructed by asso-
ciating CNN-LSTM2 with Part III. This part links the input
feature embedding z(j)i to the layer h
(j)
_,6 through linear and
sigmoid operations
h(j)i,8 = LINEAR
(
z(j)i
)
(28)
h(j)i,9 = SIGMOID
(
h(j)i,9
)
. (29)
Then, the layer h(j)
_,6 is adjusted by h(j)i,9, that is, the inputs
of the sixth hidden layer change to both h(j)i,5 and h
(j)
i,9
h(j)
_,6 =
1
N
∑
i
(
h(j)i,5 · ms(j)i
)
+ 1
N
∑
i
(
h(j)i,9 · ms(j)i
)
. (30)
The other operations in Part II remain the same. Part III
aims to emphasize the impact of the input feature embedding
on the emotion calculation result. In other words, by stacking
Part III, the network pays more attention to the original feature
information.
The two models CNN-LSTM2 and CNN-LSTM2-STACK
use deep neural-network methods to calculate text emotion.
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TABLE II
ACCURACY OF TWO MODELS WITH THREE FEATURES ON THE TESTING
DATA OF DATASET COMMENT, NEWS BODY, AND NEWS TITLE. MODEL
M1 WORKS WITH PART I AND PART II AS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX A.
MODEL M2 WORKS WITH PART I, PART II, AND PART III AS DESCRIBED
IN APPENDIX A
The detailed description are demonstrated by Wang et al. [62].
In our model design, both long and short texts can act as
inputs. Three parts are introduced, including feature process-
ing, emotion calculation, and original feature attention. The
details are shown in Fig. 2. The emotion calculation results
of the two models with three text features support the inter
emotion correlation analysis.
APPENDIX B
DATASET AND MODEL ACCURACY
See Tables I and II.
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